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Descriptive Summary
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Abstract: Samuel Hopkins Willey (1821-1914) was a pioneer Presbyterian minister. He founded the academy in Oakland that became California College, which became the University of California. He served churches in San Francisco (Presbyterian), Monterey (Presbyterian and Congregational), Santa Cruz (Congregational), and Benecia (Congregational).
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Acquisition Information
Unknown but most likely in part collected by Clifford Drury, longtime historian at SFTS.

Biography/Administrative History
Samuel Hopkins Willey (1821-1914), a Presbyterian clergyman from New Hampshire, sailed to California as a home missionary in December 1848. He was a chaplain of the 1849 constitutional convention and served churches in San Francisco (Presbyterian), Monterey (Presbyterian and Congregational), Santa Cruz (Congregational), and Benecia (Congregational). From 1862 to 1869 he headed the College of California at Berkeley, which was turned over to the University of California.

Scope and Content of Collection
Correspondence, pastoral records and other materials. See inventory file.
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